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•• Convection in envelopes, cores, or full interiorsConvection in envelopes, cores, or full interiors
•• Connection of convection, magnetism, rotationConnection of convection, magnetism, rotation
•• Summation of solar dynamo work: itSummation of solar dynamo work: it’’s pretty s pretty 

handy to have a handy to have a tachoclinetachocline

convectiveconvective
envelopesenvelopes

convectiveconvective
corescores

convectionconvection
everywhereeverywhere

A reminder: the stellar zooA reminder: the stellar zoo



Fully convective stars showFully convective stars show
strong magnetic activitystrong magnetic activity

Most midMost mid--late Mlate M--stars stars 
are activeare active

Faster rotating on Faster rotating on 
average than earlyaverage than early--MM

Activity fraction Activity fraction 
declines near M9/L0declines near M9/L0

West et al. (2004)West et al. (2004)

Activity fractionActivity fraction



Observations of largeObservations of large--scale magnetic scale magnetic 
field in fully convective starfield in fully convective star

Rapidly rotating MRapidly rotating M--dwarfdwarf

ZeemanZeeman Doppler  Doppler  
suggests largesuggests large--scale, scale, 
axisymmetricaxisymmetric field (~field (~kGkG))

But no differential But no differential 
rotationrotation

HOW?HOW?
DonatiDonati et al. (2006), et al. (2006), 
ScienceScience



Computational Approach Computational Approach 
for 3for 3--D Simulations D Simulations 

•• Utilize 3Utilize 3--D D Anelastic Spherical HarmonicAnelastic Spherical Harmonic
(ASH) code in spherical geometry(ASH) code in spherical geometry

•• Realistic stratification, radiative opacityRealistic stratification, radiative opacity
•• Simplified physics: perfect gas, Simplified physics: perfect gas, subgridsubgrid

turbulent transport, etcturbulent transport, etc
•• Model 0.3 solar mass stars rotating at the Model 0.3 solar mass stars rotating at the 

solar angular velocity, from 0.06solar angular velocity, from 0.06--0.96R0.96R



Convective everywhere, but Convective everywhere, but 
vigorous convection more localizedvigorous convection more localized

Convective flows areConvective flows are

Vigorous and smallVigorous and small--
scale near topscale near top

Gentle and largeGentle and large--
scale near bottomscale near bottom

One implication:One implication:
Turnover time (hence rotational Turnover time (hence rotational 
influence) much smaller near topinfluence) much smaller near top

Browning (2008), Browning (2008), ApJApJ 676, 1262676, 1262



Insight from Energy TransportInsight from Energy Transport

Radiation carries Radiation carries 
most of L at depthmost of L at depth

Convective L much Convective L much 
greater near top greater near top 

LLcc ~ (M/R) ~ (M/R) vvcc
33

Convection carries most of the energy Convection carries most of the energy 
only above about 0.5Ronly above about 0.5R



Dynamo activity in MHD modelsDynamo activity in MHD models

Convective motions amplify a tiny seed field by many Convective motions amplify a tiny seed field by many 
orders of magnitudeorders of magnitude

With increasingWith increasing
ME, drop in KEME, drop in KE

Final ME Final ME 
~120% KE (for Pm=5)~120% KE (for Pm=5)



Global views of complex flows and fieldsGlobal views of complex flows and fields
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BBϕϕ

BBrr

Structure on a variety of spatial scales Structure on a variety of spatial scales 



Fluctuating and Fluctuating and axisymmetricaxisymmetric fieldsfields

Total magnetic energyTotal magnetic energy

Mean Mean toroidaltoroidal magnetic energymagnetic energy

Although fluctuating fields dominate, mean fields are Although fluctuating fields dominate, mean fields are 
much larger than in solar simulations w/o much larger than in solar simulations w/o tachoclinetachocline



Establishment and Quenching ofEstablishment and Quenching of
Differential RotationDifferential Rotation

MHDMHD

strong strong TaylorTaylor--
ProudmanProudman constraintconstraint

Differential rotation Differential rotation 
established in hydro, established in hydro, 
eliminated in MHDeliminated in MHD

hydrohydro



Strong rotational influence in an MStrong rotational influence in an M--starstar

Strongly influenced by rotation, even at solar angular Strongly influenced by rotation, even at solar angular 
velocity  velocity  (which is approximately the minimum (which is approximately the minimum 
detectable rotation velocity in an Mdetectable rotation velocity in an M--star)star)

~P~Prot/rot/PPcc



Summary and reflectionsSummary and reflections
•• Simulations suggest fully Simulations suggest fully 

convective stars can build fields convective stars can build fields 
that that have strong largehave strong large--scale scale 
componentscomponents

•• Those fields canThose fields can quench the differential quench the differential 
rotation established in hydrodynamic casesrotation established in hydrodynamic cases

•• Strong influence of Strong influence of stratificationstratification and and rotationrotation
upon magnetic field strength and geometry: upon magnetic field strength and geometry: 
leads to some observational predictionsleads to some observational predictions
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